
 

 

 

 

From:  

Stobart Jet Centre 

London Southend Airport 

Southend-On-Sea 

Essex 

SS2 6YH 

+44 (0) 1702 538 600 

25th July 2020 

To whom it may concern,  

The Stobart Jet Centre has been working with GB Visuals for 16 Months and within this time, Gary 

and his team have supplied us with professional decal support for our equipment as well as 

numerous projects involving specific industry signage and CAA approved displays within our airport 

environment.  

Prior to my time as MD of Stobart Jet Centre, I had been contracting Gary and his team to produce 

detailed products for another business, London XJet FBO, located at Stanstead Airport since 2013. 

Due to his high level of work and commitment in supporting us, this business relationship naturally 

continued and for the time I have worked with Gary and his team now being over 7 years, they have 

always delivered above and beyond my expectations on all required tasks.  

The knowledge and experience provided by the GB Visuals teams for any project commissioned has 

always been welcome, as Gary will always consult fully and question requirements with detail prior 

to going into final production, knowing this is his expertise and where his trusted experience sits.    

Gary is honest when providing quotes which is welcomed, as he always suggests more cost-effective 

solutions that could assist the business requirements form different perspectives, this helps to 

maintain transparency and care that could potentially be of benefit to the organisation and 

maintaining strong relations for the future.  

In addition to this, Gary Baker as an individual is passionate and whole heartedly committed to his 

business and maintaining a professional reputation, which for me, is a personality trait I admire and 

gives me confidence I’m working with a team who I can trust. He has always been supportive to any 

organisation I have been with, because of this I shall continue to work with GB Visuals for all our 

future requirements.  

Examples of work conducted: 

• Aviation equipment decal (large scale project including 6 pieces of aircraft equipment) 

• CAA required VIP signage (including airport traffic, gate and internal) 

• Merchandise (Large orders of pens, USB’s, lanyard’s etc) 

• Bespoke Brochures (Project of design and implementation) 

• Interior wall graphics (Large spaces of 17,000 sq. ft plus) 

• Glass and display graphics (Including logo and design) 



• Displays for international expedition shows such as EBACE, MEBAA and NBAA 

Overall, GB Visuals have supported us with numerous confirmed commissions and are 

currently in the process of quoting for a full rebrand of our location, which includes large 

external signage of an entire facility.  

 

For any further requirements on this organisation, please feel free to contact me directly to 

discuss.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Fiona Langton 

Managing Director Stobart Jet Centre 

Fiona.langton@stobartjetcentre.com 

+44 (0) 1702 538 600 
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